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This text is intended for a nontechnical, issues-oriented economics course, 
usually a 100-level course at four-year universities, and often a general 
education course in the social sciences. It is also used in two-year colleges 
and technical schools, social justice oriented private colleges, and economic 
education programs for elementary and secondary teachers. Chapters are 
designed with the basics taught in Chapter 1, enabling the remaining chapters 
to be taught in any order. Each chapter begins with a “Roadmap” that links the 
topics of the chapter with those in other chapters and an “Economic Toolbox” 
that alerts the reader to watch for important terminology. Each chapter ends 
with “Discussion and Action Questions” and a summary. In between, the text 
contains margin definitions for economic terminology (and a glossary at the 
end) and icons that alert the student to international and diversity material.

The discussion of issues in this book is lively, relevant, and current — 
including issues of climate change, healthcare, racism, violence, gender, 
race, and ethnicity, as well as issues that are international in scope. Students 
will broaden their awareness of global and multicultural issues through 
topics entwined throughout the text and in chapters focused on global and 
multicultural topics. Students will learn about poverty in Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America, as well as inequality and racism in the United States.

The text is written in a clear and student-friendly manner. Graphs are 
straightforward, and normally illustrate only one concept per graph. Except 
for the appendices, only two basic types of graphs are used: production 
possibilities and demand and supply (and aggregate demand and supply). 
More technical material and additional examples are frequently placed in 
appendices.

This text presents economic theory in a straightforward, market-oriented 
framework, but the policy discussion is not limited to such a narrow 
context. Indeed, the careful presentation of the viewpoints on the economic 
left (liberal) and the economic right (conservative) is one of the unique 
characteristics of this book.

Students generally have their own opinions, and they often consider 
themselves as conservative or liberal, but they rarely have the sophistication to 
understand the economic meaning of these terms and how their viewpoints 
tie into one or the other general philosophy. The Viewpoint section at the 
end of each chapter clarifies these in terms of the topic at hand, providing 
students with a framework within which to understand their own economic 
philosophies.

“The Economic Toolbox” at the beginning of each chapter lists the key 
economic concepts addressed in that chapter, providing instructors with a 
helpful course-planning tool and students with a proven effective pre-reading 
strategy. Internet exercises are included in the “Discussion and Action 
Questions” at the end of each chapter to help students learn to use credible 
Internet sources for data collection and research. The summaries at the end of 
each chapter, and the glossary and index at the end of the text are also helpful 
to students.
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chapter opener — each chapter starts 

with a roadmap with references to other 

chapters with related topics

part opener — the book is divided 

into five parts; each part opener 

lists the chapters comprised therein

sample pages

The Economic Toolbox at the 

beginning of each chapter lists the  

key economic concepts addressed  

in that chapter



margin definitions — key 

terms are bolded and defined in 

the margins to help the student 

understand the terminology 

sample pages

graphs — straightforward,  

illustrate one concept per graph  

and usually one shift; two basic types 

used – production possibilities  

and demand and supply

global icon —  

highlights global issues 



sample pages

diversity icon — 

highlights diversity issues

important information is highlighted 

throughout the text



sample pages

Viewpoint — conservative and  

liberal viewpoints of the topic at hand

(Chapter 1 explains what it means to be an 
economic conservative or an economic liberal)

discussion and action questions 

— found at the end of each 

chapter; Internet exercises are often 

included to help students learn 

credible Internet sources for data 

collection and research 

While not a credible 

economic viewpoint, the 

ideology of populism is 

also regularly addressed.
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SUPPORT MATERIALS

• Instructor’s Manual (for each chapter)

– news update

– purpose of the chapter

– what’s new

– teaching suggestions

– classroom exercises

– sample test questions

■ multiple choice questions

■ true / false questions

■ critical thinking question(s)

• Testbank files: multiple choice and true/false questions for each chapter 
(from the Instructor’s Manual)

• PowerPoint files: each set covers the main topics discussed in each 
chapter; includes reproductions of many of the figures and tables found in 
the text

For instructor access, or to request a free desk copy of  
Economic Issues and Policy 8e, go to  

http://wessexlearning.com/pages/request-instructor-copy

You can also reach us at contact@wessexlearning.com  
or call 914-573-2757


